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A platform make s it e as y to turn s martphone s into multime dia mus e um guide s

A PLATFORM MAKES IT EASY TO TURN SMARTPHONES INTO
MULTIMEDIA MUSEUM GUIDES
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

A startup has developed a CMS that allows exhibitions to create
multimedia guides accessible on users’ smartphones
Spotted: Almost anyone who has been to a museum will be familiar with audio or multimedia guides
– devices that provide still images, video clips, sound eﬀ ects, music, and spoken commentary to
accompany an exhibition. The ﬁrst of these devices was developed in 1952 at the Stedlijik Museum
in Amsterdam, and, over time, they have developed into the familiar iPod-like device still in use
today. These bespoke devices can be cumbersome for users and expensive for smaller exhibitions.
Now, startup Shoutr Labs has developed a system that is both easy to use and easy to develop.
Shoutr’s platform not only turns visitor’s smartphones into multimedia guides – it also makes it easy
for museums and other attractions to develop those guides without programming expertise. It
includes a content management system (CMS) with a drag and drop app builder, multilingual content,
and the ability to easily manage content. Visitors can access the system on their smartphones
without downloading an app.
The system is used together with the shoutr.Boxx, which saves all content in a local storage location.
By allowing users to retrieve the data on the attractions’ local wireless network, the shoutr.Boxx
removes the need for visitors to use mobile data (a potential issue for holidaymakers with high
roaming charges or a poor connection). Shoutr also makes it possible for attractions to incorporate
advanced features into their presentation, such as Augmented Reality.
Springwise has spotted several innovations that aim to make the arts more broadly accessible.
These include a foundation using digital technology and a ﬂoating museum to bring contemporary art
to the masses, and an AR art exhibition in the London skyline.
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Takeaway:
While museums are Shoutr’s largest customers, the company is increasingly branching out to
other areas. They have collaborated with an architecture ﬁrm to develop an AR visualisation of a
building, and also work with industry partners to visualise complex processes. Recently, Shoutr
worked with Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week to create a visualisation projected onto a car. Shoutr
also points out that the technology will help encourage citizen science and participation, by
letting parties other than the exhibitor create content. In the future, exhibits of all types may
become much more interactive.

